
Workforce Challenge: Reducing 
Payroll Errors
Even in this day of cloud-based software and automated employee 
management systems, many organizations still rely on manual time tracking 
and accounting. Or they’re using separate, nonintegrated accounting 
systems for time tracking and payroll. Either way, the bottom line is this: 
There’s a much greater chance for costly errors of all sorts, from missing pay 
to penalties for inaccurate tax payments.

Did you know that … 

• 22% of U.S. employees who are required to input their hours worked use a timecard or timesheet1 

• Nearly 1 in 5 payroll professionals (18%) spend much of their time on day-to-day activities, such 
as data entry2

• Manual data entry is also the payroll activity that results in the most errors (35%)3

• 25% of payroll inquiries are about employees’ pay slips4 

• The second most common reason for payroll inquiries is related to missing pay, at 22%5 

 FACT SHEET

Yes, getting payroll right is 
challenging. But studies prove 
that getting it wrong can cost 
you in more ways than you 
might have thought.

 » New employees who would leave 
their jobs if their first paycheck 
was wrong — 82 million7

 » U.S. workers and their families 
who live paycheck to paycheck 
— 58%8 

 » Employees who are less than 
certain that payroll withholding 
and the net amount of their 
paycheck are correct each payday 
— 11%9

 » Employees who would find it 
difficult to meet current financial 
obligations if their next paycheck 
was delayed for a week — 67%10 

 » Average reduction in rate of 
payroll errors and time required 
for corrections with an  
automated system —  
60%–80%11

$4.96 billion 
The amount of civil tax penalties the IRS levied 
against U.S. businesses for employment tax 
violations in 2014.6 



What could employee data visibility mean to you?

There’s no doubt about the pitfalls that come with relying on manual data entry, manual 
payroll processes, or manual reconciliation of separate automated systems for time tracking 
and payroll. You’re creating a healthy environment for greater risk of human error, lost 
productivity, and damage to employee engagement — all of which can have tangible costs 
to your business.

Top-performing companies, meanwhile, have an average payroll error rate of only 0.7 
percent per pay period, compared with the peer average of 1.2 percent.12 The right system 
can reduce errors and costs caused by payroll leaks, inefficient payroll software or manual 
processes, and compliance with labor and pay regulations, union regulations, and pay rules.

Calculation example:
By reducing the average payroll error rate from 
1.2% to 0.7%, you could reduce your payroll 
by $22,695 for every 100 employees, 
based on the average national weekly earnings 
rate ($907.82 average weekly earnings ˟ 50 
weeks ˟ 100 FTE ˟ 0.5% payroll error  
rate difference).13 

Have complete time and payroll automation, eliminating timekeeping errors, with no manual 
transfer of data or manual calculations

Automatically flag exceptions that violate your organization’s policies and alert managers, so 
they can act on actions such as missed punches, early or late arrivals, and extended or skipped 
breaks — all of which can result in payroll errors

Automate data delivery of correctly calculated hours to your payroll system, so each employee 
check is cut right the first time

Run as many reports as needed — payroll register, labor distribution, general ledger, and 
more — before finalizing and submitting payroll to help ensure accurate results

Get automatic alerts throughout the process to flag issues and reduce errors

What if you could:

Payroll Errors 
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With our workforce solution you can:

• Empower managers to manage by exception, reviewing and 
approving employee time daily, so pay accurately reflects 
employee time

• Proactively identify issues and collaborate with email alerts  
and robust workflows that flag issues to avoid the inevitable 
payroll problems

• Save time for managers and supervisors, so they can focus more 
on revenue-generating activities, such as customer service or 
production quality

“Being paid is the definition of work. If you can’t get it 
right, real ly nothing else matters. And you have to get it 
right for compliance reasons, as wel l as for your employees. 
Nobody likes surprises, particularly when it comes to 
their money.”

— Mollie Lombardi, Co-founder and CEO  
Aptitude Research14 
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